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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, bounded symmetrysets R are introduced and studied using 
the theory of special orbits. It is shown in Theorems 6.2, 6.3 that 
R = R, + l? (inner direct sum) where R, is a nil .symmetryset and d is a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 11. Therefore, to classify R, it 
remains only to classify the nil bounded symmetrysets. 
In section 3 we classify all coherent suhsymmetrysets of Z,, p L= 3. These 
turn out to be A, (black), A”, (grey), L, (white), or K, (red). Consequently, 
K, is the only coherent bounded symmetryset of rank 1 which is nil. The 
coherence condition is quite essential since, without this condition, there 
arc infinitely many rank 1 symmetrysets, as we show in Theorem 3.4. In 
Section 4 we introduce and discuss the n-reduced symmetrysets which 
generalize the reduced root systems. We show that an n-reduced sym- 
metrysel R in a vector space over a field of characteristic greater than 
3(2n + 1) is a Bourbaki rootsystem with 0 added. The special orbits are 
introduced and classified in Section 5. These results are used in Section 6 to 
study the structure of bounded symmetrysets and, in a later paper, for the 
classification of symmetrysets satisfying a Jacobi condition. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be an additive abelian group and let R be a finite subset of G con- 
taining 0. Regard R as groupoid with a + h E R only for certain a, h E R. For 
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a E G the relation {(c, c + a)~‘, c + a E R} generates an equivalence relation 
on R. The corresponding equivalence class of b E R is the string 
R,(a) = {b - ru,..., b + qu). We call R,(u) the u-orbit of b with fength q + r. 
The orbit R,(u) is bounded if b-(r+l) u$R and b+(q+l)u$R. An 
automorphism of R (as groupoid) is a bijection r: R + R such that a + b E R 
if and only if r(a) + r(b) E R, in which case r (a + b) = r(u) + r(b), for all a, 
b E R. We call an automorphism S, which stabilizes all a - orbits 
R,(a)(b E R) and maps a to --a a symmetry of R at a. If R,(a) is bounded 
we introduce the Curtan integer a*(b) = r -4, and the reflection ra by rU 
(c) = c - u*(c) a if R,.(u) is bounded. 
A symmetryset R is a finite subset of G such that Aut R contains a sym- 
metry S, of R at a for all UE R, u#O. 
A Bourbuki rootsystem is a pair B = (R,, V), where V is a real vector 
space and R, is a finite subset of V not containing 0 such that: R, 
generates V as a vector space over [w and, for each a E R,, there exists a 
linear function u” : V -+ [w such that r,,(u) = v-u’ (0) a, u’(a) = 2, a” (b) E Z 
for all bE R, and r,(R,)= R,. 
The element UE R is unbounded if there exists be R such that 
R,(u) = b + Zu. We say more specifically, that a is unbounded at b if 
R,,(a) = b + Lu (b E R). 
Following [S], a symmetryset R has a unique maximally relined decom- 
position where the subsets R, ,..., R, of R are symmetrysets and 
R=R,u...uR,withR,nRi={0}fori#jsuchthatu+b=c~Rifand 
only if a, b, c E R, and a + b = c in R, for some i. The symmetrysets 
R, ,..., R, are the irreducible components of R and R is irreducible if n = 1. 
A reflectionset is a finite groupoid such that 
(1) The strings R,,(a) (u, b E R, a # 0) are all bounded; 
(2) The symmetries rU (a E R, a # 0) are automorphisms of R. 
The following results 2.3, 2.4, 4.1 of Winter [S] are needed for this 
paper. 
1.1. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R is a symmetryset and Hom(R, Z) separutes R; 
(2) R is a reflectionset and u* E Hom(R, Z) for all UE R, u#O. 
(3) R is isomorphic to u system of roots in the sense of Bourbuki [ 1 ] 
with 0 added. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let s: R + R’ be a surjective homomorphism of groupoids, 
denote s(b) = h’. Suppose that all strings R,(u) (a, b E R, a # 0) and Rj,(u’) 
(a’, b’ E R’, a’ # 0’) are bounded and r,(b’) = r,(b)’ ,for ull a, b E R, a # 0, 
a’ # 0’. Then: 
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(1) u’*(b’)=u*(b)foralla,b~R,a#O,a’#0’; 
(2) ,for any a E R, c’ E R’, a’ #O’, there exists h E R such that h’ = c’ 
and s maps R,(u) bijectively to R,,(u’). 
(3) s is an isomorphism if and only !f s is bijective. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let R be u subset containing 0 of’ un udditive abelian 
group G having no 2, 3, 5, or 7 torsion, and assume that R is u symmetryset 
which is reduced, that is, 2u $ R for all u E R, u # 0. Then, R is isomorphic to 
a reduced system of roots in the sense qf Bourbuki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 
2. HOMOMORPHISMS OF SYMMETRYSETS 
Homomorphisms play an important role in studying symmetrysets. In 
this section we develop general material about symmetrysets, which will be 
used in later sections to further our investigation of certain special sym- 
metrysets. 
Following [S], the Z-closure mapping of R, -: R + R, is defined by 
- (a)=& where R E R** = Hom(R*, Z), 4.f) =.f (u) and 
f E R* = Hom(R, 77). We say R is nil if R = Ker ^. In our study of sym- 
metrysets, we rely heavily on the L-closure mapping ^ : R + R. The image 
R is a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added, accor- 
dingly, we study R by utilizing informations about R and the morphism ^. 
Note that, if R, R’ are two groupoids and s: R -+ R’ is a groupoid 
homomorphism, then s ‘(R’,) is a subgroupoid of R for any subgroupoid 
R; of R’. 
One easily sees that any subsymmetryset S of a symmetryset R, as 
defined below, is a symmetryset with respect to the restrictions of the sym- 
metries of R. The set S = A, of long roots in R = G, is an example of this. 
2.1. DEFINITION. S is a subqmmetryset of R if 0 E S, S = -S and 
S,(b) = R,(b) for all a, b E S (or, equivalently, 0 E S, S = -S and u + b E S 
for all a, bE S, a+ be R). 
2.2. DEFINITION. A symmetryset R is Nil if R = Ker ^. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let s: R -+ R’, denote s(u) = a’, be a homomorphism of 
symmetrysets. Then S = s ‘(S’) is a subsymmetryset of R. 
The following example shows that the homomorphic image R’ = s(R) of 
an irreducible symmetryset R need not be irreducible. 
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2.4. EXAMPLE. Let 
A = (0, (0, 0, 11, (0, 0, - 1 I>, 
B= {O, (0, l,(J), (0, - 1, O,}, 
S=Z,xOxO in Z’;1. 
Then R = S+ A u S+ B is an irreducible symmetryset (see [4]), R = A u B 
is a reducible symmetryset and s: R + R, defined by s(u, u, w) = (0, v, w), is 
a surjective homomorphism. 
Let us consider the L-closure mapping from a symmetryset R to its 
closure R. Let a be an unbounded root. Then there exists hi R such that 
R,(a)={b,h+a ,..., b+(p-l)a}, and R,(a)= {L,g+ci ,..., b^+(p-l)ci}. 
This shows that ri = d because if it is not, then ci is an unbounded root in a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 11, which clearly is not possible. 
But we have ri* E Hom(R, Z) from Winter [S]. Thus, a* E Hom(R, Z). 
We summarize the above in the following proposition. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be a s.~rnmetryset. [f ci # 0, then a is bounded 
and a* E Hom(R, Z). 
By [S], we have: 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let a, b E R. Then i,(b) = s;(L). 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let R, = Ker- = {a E R/Li = s}. Then R, is a sym- 
metryset. 
Proof: Let aE R, bE R,. Then s,-(b) =s,(h^) by 2.6. Since bE R, we 
have s,-(b) = 6, which implies that s,(b) E R,. That is to say that R, is R- 
invariant. For any element a E R, there exists a symmetry (.s~)~E Aut R. 
Since R, is (s,),-invariant, we define (s~~)~ = (sR)JRO E Aut R,. Now we 
show that (R,),(a) = R,(a) for all a, b E R,. For suppose otherwise. Then 
there exists b + ia E R,(a) and b + ia $ R,. But this cannot happen, because 
b 7 ia = h^ + iri = 6. We conclude that (sR,,)J (R,),(a)) = s,(R,(a)) = 
R,(a) = (R,),(a), and this implies that R, is a symmetryset. 1 
2.8. THEOREM. 
isomorphic to i?. 
Let R be a symmetryset with R,= (0). Then R is 
Proof The mapping ^ : R + R is a surjective homomorphism from the 
definition. It remains to show that A is injective. Let a, b E R such that 
B = h”. Then we have two cases. Suppose first that ti = h^ = 0. Then a = b = 0 
since a, b E R, and R, = (0 j. This settles the first case. 
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Suppose, on the other hand, that ci = 6 # 6 Then a and b are bounded 
and 
r,(6) = r,-(b), 
so that 
6-ri*(@ii=h^-a*(b)6 
Therefore we have ci*(h^) =a*(b) since a is in a torsion-free group. But 
2 = ci*(ci) = ri*(b^) = a*(b) implies that b - a E R. Since b ^  a = 6- Li = 6, 
then the fact that b - a E R, implies b = a. 
Since R, li are both bounded and ^ is bijective, then by Theorem 2.4 of 
Winter [ 51, A is an isomorphism. I 
3. COHERENT SYMMETRYSETS 
3.1. DEFINITION. A symmetryset R is coherent if r,(ka) = -ka for all 
kEZ, kaE R, aE R. 
In this section, we classify the coherent sybsymmetrysets of Z,,, that is, 
those subsymmetrysets of ZL all of whose symmetries are sign reversal. 
These turn out to be A, or A, = { 0, f a, f 2a) or W, = L, or K, , defined 
as below. When we do not assume that the symmetries are reversals, then 
we can imbed any reduced Bourbaki rootsystem in Z, using a weighting 
procedure outlined in this section. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let Ky=L,,--{+n} and K,=K\PP’)j2. 
We now verify that K; is a coherent bounded symmetryset. We show that 
the sign reversal r,(b) = -b (b E K;) is a symmetryset for any a E KY - (0). 
Multiplying through by a- ’ and changing n accordingly, we may assume 
without loss of generality that a = 1. The a-orbits are then the l-orbits. To 
describe these orbits, we have two cases: 
Case 1. n= k(p- 1)/2. Then (K;),(l)= {-(n- 1) ,..., 0, l,..., (n- 1)) 
= KY and (Klf)J 1) = K; for all b E KY. This implies that we have only one 
1 -orbit. 
Case 2. n# k(p- 1)/2. Then (K;),(l)= {-(n- 1) ,..., 0, l,..., (n-l)}, 
(W(n+ I, (1) = {(n + 1 ), (n + 2),..., p - (n + 1 )}. This implies that we have 
two l-orbits. Note that (K;),(l)=(K;),(l) if bE(K;),(l) or (K:),(l)= 
(K;)cn+ I, (1) if be (K;h,+ ,, (1). Also, (K;),(l)u(K?),,+,,(l)=K’I. 
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These orbits, in both cases, are stable under the sign reversal r, = r,, so 
that K; is a symmetryset. We summarize the above discussion in the follow- 
ing proposition. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The set KY is a coherent bounded symmetryset. 
Note that K, z KY for all n # 0. Note also that R, = 6, so that K, is a nil 
bounded symmetryset, for p > 7. Note that K, = A, for p = 5 and K, = 2, 
for p = 7. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let S G Z, . a be a coherent symmetryset, p > 3. Then S is 
either A I(bZack), Z,(white), A”,(grey), or K, (red). 
Prooj Let S & Z,,, K,. If a 4 S, then -a 4 S, since S is a symmetryset. 
It follows that ISI dp - 4. We arrange for one absent pair to be ((p - 1)/2) 
a, ((p + 1)/2) a, by a suitable multiplication. Now let k be a minimum 
integer such that ka # S and 2 < k <p - 1. We then have two cases: 
Case 1. Let k = (p - 1)/2. By the minimality of k, this cannot happen. 
For if it did happen, then S = K, , which contradicts our assumption that 
Sk K,. 
Case 2. Let k 6 ((p - 1)/2) - 1. Then we have two subcases: 
(A) There exist t with k < t < (p - 1)/2 such that ta E S. Choose such 
t to be the minimum. Then S,,(a) c { ta,..., ((p - 1)/2) a} n S. This case 
cannot happen, because if it did, then r,(ta) = -ta = (p - t) a and, since 
p - t > (p + 1)/2, we then have r, S,,(a) P S,,(a), a contradiction. 
(B) We have ta $ S for all t such that k d t d (p - 1)/2. Then 
S= {0, +a,..., & (k - 1) a}. Now we need to find all possible values of k 
that make S a symmetryset. To do that we divide the discussion into two 
cases: 
(Bl) Let k be an odd number. Since k<((p-1)/2)-l, then 
kdk+26(p+ 1)/2 which implies that (k+2)a$S. Thus 
a+2((k+ 1)/2)a=a+(k+ l)a=(k+2)a is not in S and 
a-2((k+ 1)/2)a= -ka is not in S. It follows that 
S,(((k+1)/2)a)s{a-((k+1)/2)a,a,a+((k+1)/2)aj. Note that 
a - ((k + 1)/2) a = -- ((k - 1)/2) a is in S if and only if (k - 1)/2 < k - 1 if 
andonlyifk>l.Notealsothat l+((k+1)/2)=((k+3)/2)<k-1 ifand 
only if k B 5. If k 2 5, then we have S,(((k + 1)/2) a) = {a - ((k + 1)/2) a, 
a,a + ((k + 1)/2) a} and reek + i ,&a) = a, which implies that reek + , j,2ja is 
not a reversal symmetry. This shows that k < 5, that is, k = 1 or 3. If k = 1, 
then S,(a)= (0, a} implies that r,(a) =0 which cannot happen. If k= 3, 
then S,(2a) = { - a,a}andS={-2a,-a,O,a,2a}=A”,. 
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(B2) Let k be an even number. If k > 4, then ((k/2) + 1 )a, (k/2)a E S 
and (k/2)a+((k/2)+ l)a=(k+ l)a$S. Also (k/2)a-3((k/2)+ l)u= 
-(k+3)u$S, (k/2)u-((k/2)+ l)a= -uESand (k/2)u-2((k/2)+ l)u= 
(-(k/2)-2)u= -((k+4)/2)uES, since (k+4)/2dk- 1. It follows that, 
for k>4, we have S,,,,,,(((k/2)+ l)u)= { -((k/2)+2)u, --a, (k/2)u} and 
~wr,*+l)u(-~)= - a, which cannot happen in this symmetryset. It follows 
that k ,< 4. If k = 4, then S2,(3u) = ( --a, 2~) and r,,(2u) = --a, which is not 
a reversal symmetry. If k = 2, then S = { --a, 0, u} = A 1. 1 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let R c Z, be a nil symmetryset of rank 1 in which all 
symmetries are reversal. Then R is isomorphic to K,. 1 
In the above theorem, we assumed that R is coherent of rank 1 and 
showed that there are only four possible isomorphism classes for R. 
Without the coherence condition, there are infinitely many rank 1 sym- 
metrysets. To show this, we now show how to imbed any reduced system of 
roots in the sense of Bourkaki [ 1 ] in Z or in ZP for sufficiently large p. Let 
C be a system of roots in the sense of Bourkaki [ 1 ] with 0 added and let 7c 
a base for C. Also, let w: z+ L + be an embedding of z in Z + = 
{nsZ/n > 0). Extend w linearly to @: C + Z. We call G a weight of Z. In the 
following theorem, we describe special weights G such that G(Z) is a sym- 
metryset in Z. 
3.6. THEOREM. Every reduced Bourkuki rootsystem C can be imbedded 
isomorphic&y in Z us a symmetryset i?(C) qf rank 1. 
ProojI Let 7~ = {a, ,..., a,} be a base for Z. Divide the positive roots of C 
into n classes as follows: 
Class 1 = {a,}, 
Class2={t,cr,+t,Cr2/t,,f2~0}nC, 
Class i = 
1 
i t,u,/t, > 0, for all 1 < j < i n C, 
i= I 1 
If Z=A,,B,,C,,D,, define w:z+Z by w(cc,)=l and ~(a,+,)= 
3 cjG i w(M,). Extend w to ti: C -+ Z. Then G is a surjective homomorphism 
from C to G(C). We show next that CrS(C). 
It is sufficient to show that $5 is injective and fi preserves the orbit struc- 
ture. We want to show that CY + p E C if and only if @(LX) +G(p) E G(Z). For 
this, let c1 +/I E Z. Then G’(U) + i+(b) = @(IX + /3) E G(C). For the other direc- 
tion, suppose first that Z=A,. Then let a=Ci.,.jcr,,p=C,,~k~i.~k. 
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Since G is surjective there exists ~GZ such that E(y) = 
z r<k<j fi(c(k) +E:r’<!f~,’ G(c(~). Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that j’ > j. Then y = xi = f elk because of the way K is defined, and the struc- 
ture of A,. Thus, no y EC exists if c( + B 4 C such that B(y) = G(cI) + G(p). 
We argue along the same lines for B,, C,, D,,, where roots with 2 as coef- 
ficient are assigned to the nth class. The injectivity of + is preserved using 
the above argument that c( +/36,X if and only if G(c() + *(a)~ K(Z). If 
Z = E,, E,, E8 it is enough to consider the case = E8, since E, c E, c E,. 
We imbed E, into z by vt‘: T-l--t L, such that w(cI,) = 1, 
M.‘(N,+ r) = 60 Z;=, LV(CI,). The choice of 60 is taken because the sum of the 
coefficients of the largest root in E, is 29. Extend vv linearly to M;: E, + Z. 
By multiplying C;=, M’(z,) by 60, we are insuring that ~?(a) + G(b) F G,(Z) if 
and only if cr+,!YeZ. 
We can use the same kind of mapping for x = F4. Thus, G(Z) is a sym- 
metryset with respect to the reflections v,,.,,,(G(h)) = @(r,(h)) = (G c r,)(h). 
Since b?, rU are both homomorphisms, we have r,i(o, E Aut(@(Z)). We also 
have I&,)(~.(u)) = KZJu)h since CI + b E C if and only if +(a) + G(p) E Z. 
This implies that: 
= &) a(u). 
Thus G(C) is clearly a symmetryset in Z. Moreover, it is a symmetryset in 
Z, for sufficiently largep. 1 
We can, as just shown, imbed the irreducible reduced system of roots in 
the sense of Bourbaki [l] in Z. Similarly, we can imbed all reduced system 
of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] in Z, by providing sufficient space to 
prohibit overlapping and mixing. 
4. TZ-REDUCED SYMMETRYSETS 
In this section, we introduce and discuss the n-reduced symmetrysets 
which generalize the reduced root-systems. We show that an n-reduced 
symmetryset R in a vector space over a field of characteristic greater than 
3(2n + 1) is a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added. 
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4.1. DEFINITION. Let R G .Z; be a symmetryset. Then R is n-reduced if 
the following condition is satisfied: 
for a, caER and O<cGpG, then cdn. 
Note that if R is n-reduced, then it is k-reduced for all k > n. 
Note also that R is l-reduced if and only if R is reduced in the sense of 
Bourbaki [ 11. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let R G Zp” be an n-reduced symmetryset. Then R is a 
Bourbaki rootsystem if p > 3(2n + 1). 
Proof Let a, b E R. We first note that a string R,(a) cannot contain 
6, b + a, b + 2a ,..., b + (n + 1) a ,... b + 2(n + 1) a. For suppose otherwise. 
Since (2n+2-i) a$R for O<i<n+l, then b+ia#O. This is because if 
b + ia = 0, then (2n + 2 - i) a = b + 2(n + 1) a E R, a contradiction. Also 
b+ia#O,foralln+26i~2(n+l).Thisisbecauseifb+ia=Oforsomei 
such that n + 2 < i < 2(n + l), then b = -ia E R and ia E R, a contradiction. 
Thus, we conclude that the elements b, b + a ,..., b + (n + 1) a ,..., 
b + 2(n + 1) a are nonzero. 
Now we have the following strings: 
R,(b+(n+l)a)={b,2b+(n+l)a,...,ib+(i-l)(n+l)a}, 
where 1 Gidn. 
R,(b+(n+I)a)={ . . . . a ,..., jb+(j(n+l)+l)a ,... }, 
where O<j<p- 1 and 
R b+Z~n+1~U(b+(n+1)a)={b+2(n+1)a,...,kb+(k+l)(n+1)a}, 
where 1 < k d n. Letting s = sh + Cn + , )UZ we then have 
s(b+2(n+ l)a)=kb+(k+ l)(n+ 1)a forsomek, l<kdn, 
s(b)=ib+(i- l)(n+ l)a for some i, 1 <i<n, 
s(a)=jb+(j(n+l)+l)a, forjE 77,. 
Now, since s E Aut R, then, by induction on n, we have s(b + 2(n + 1) a) 
= s(b) + 2(n + 1) s(a), which implies that: 
kb+(k+l)(n+l)a=ib+(i-l)(n+l)a+2(n+l)(jb+(j(n+l)+l)a). 
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Thus, we have (2j(n+l)+J-k)(h+(n+l)a)=Omodp. But hi- 
(n + 1) a # 0, so that: 
i-k++j(n+ l)=O modp-.- (1) 
Also, by induction on n, we have 
and, since s is a symmetry, then we have 
s(b+(n-+l)a)= 4--(Yt+-1)a. 
Thus, s(b) + (n + 1) s(a) = -4 - (n + 1) a. And this implies that 
a-t-(i-l)(n+1)a$(n+l)(jb+(j(n+1)+1)a) 
= -b-(n+ 1)a. 
SirnpI~~cati~~ of the above equation implies that: 
i+j(n+ I)= -1 modpe-. 
Now from (1) and (2) we conclude that: 
i+kz -2 modp+** (31 
Since 1~ k, i < n, we have 2 6 i -I- k G 2~. Note that p 2 3(2n ?L 1) and then 
ifk<2n<p-3<p-2. This implies that, i-t-k f Cl, p-2. We conctude 
that i + k + -2 mod p. This contradicts the result in (3). 
It follows that the strings R,(a) are bounded of length at most 2n + 1. 
Therefore, the symmetries s,(h) are the reflections r,(b) = 
b-a*(bfa,a*(b)=r-q where R,fa)=(b-pa,...,b,...,b+qu:. Since 
r,(b + c) = t-,(b) -I- r,(c), we have a*(6 + c) a = (a*@) + a*(c)) a for all 
b,c,h+cgR. 
Since p > 3(2n + 1 ), the order of a is at least 3(2n + 1 f, so that the restric- 
tions on the Cartan integers r - q that I+, q B 0 and r + q < 2n + 1 lead us to 
conclude that a*(6 + c) = a*(h) -t a*(c). It follows that a* E Wom(R, Z) for 
all a E R, a # 0, so that R is a syst.em of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [I 1 ] 
with 0 added, by Theorem 2.3 of Winter [S]. # 
The above theorem has the following corollary, proved directly in Win- 
ter [S], since the condition is p > 3(2 * 1 + 1) = 9, for n = 1. 
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4.4. COROLLARY. Let R be 2-reduced and let p > 15. Then R is Bourbaki. 
Theorem 4.2 shows that the search for new n-reduced symmetrysets 
R E Zp” should be restricted to the relatively small characte~stics 
p d 3(n + 1). One family of such symmetrysets i  K,, where n = (p - 3)/2 
and p=2n+3. 
5. THE SPECIAL ORBITS OF R 
In the following Lemma, we find necessary conditions for the subset 
R, = (a~ R/ci#o) u (0) of a symmetryset R to be a system of roots in the 
sense of Rourbaki [l ] with 0 added, where the closure mapping is the Z- 
closure mapping. 
Let R be a symmetryset. The orbit R,(a) is called a special orbit of R if 
R,,(a) # R,(a) for a, b E R,. If R does not have special orbits, then R, is a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added, as we show 
below, in which case we classify all these orbits. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let R be a symmetryset. If R, is a subsymmetryset qf R, 
then R, is asystem of roots in the sense qf Bourhaki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 
Proqf: Let R , be a subsymmetryset in R. Then for every a E R, - { 0 >, a 
is bounded and a* E HomfR, Z) by Proposition 2.5. If h, c E R,, then 
b + c E R, if and only if b + c E R. This follows since R, is a subsymmetryset 
of R. Consequently, a* is in Hom(R, Z), for every a E R, - {0) and R,,(a) 
is bounded. Then R, is a reflection set in the sense that the strings R,,(a) 
are bounded when a, h E R, , a#0 and r,EAutR, for all aER,,a#O. 
Therefore, by Winter [S], Theorem 2.3, R, is isomorphic to a system of 
roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 1 
5.2. THEOREM. Let R be an irreducible symmetryset. If R, is a suhsym- 
metryset, then R, = 10) or R = R, and R is a system of roots in the sense of 
Eourbaki [l] with 0 added. 
Proqf We have R,, R, both are symmetrysets and R = R, + R, (inter- 
nal direct sum) because no roots in R are of the form a+ h with 
aERO--{O) and bER,-{Oj. This is because R=R,uR,, R,,nR,= {O}, 
so that a + be R would imply that a + by R,. Note for this, that 
a~-==:#-f.Therefore,a=(a+b)+(-h)ER,sinceR,isasymmetryset. 
Since R is irreducible, we conclude that R = R, or R = R,. If R = R,, then 
R is a Bourbaki rootsystem with 0 added since R, is a subsymmetryset of 
the symmetryset R by the previous theorem. But if R = R,, it follows that 
R,=ior. I 
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If the rootstrings in R, are the same as in R, that is to say, if 
R,,(a) = R,(a) for every a, 6~ R,, then RI is a symmetryset. To see this, 
consider the restriction s,~, = s,/R, and note that R, is s,-invariant and s, 
preserves the RI-orbits. Using the previous theorem, it follows that R, is a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1] with 0 added. 
In the next theorem we determine the lengths of the special orbits 
FruuJ: Let a,b~R~,R~faf= jh-ra ,... ,h ,..., bfqat. Since R,,(a)# 
R,(a), there exists h + ia E R, n R,(a), --r < id q. Take i to be the first 
integer to satisfy this relation in the string R,(a). Then h $ iu = 6 implies 
h^= -iB, Note that the ciosure mapping is the Z-closure mapping. The 
above element is unique because if b fja E R, n R,(a), then 6 = -j6 = -4. 
Since R,h(a) # R,(a) and aE R,, then ci #a (aE R,) and J’= i. Because 
a E RI, a is bounded by Proposition 2.5. It follows that there exists a first 
nonnegative integer r E Z such that h - TCZE R, but on the other hand, 
b-(r+ l)a$R. We claim next that b-m~R~- CO). To see this, note 
first that if h--rug Ii,, then r = -i and u,(h-ra)= h +qa~ R(,. This is 
because R. is r,-invariant. Again, by uniqueness, h-p@= h + qa. This 
implies that R,(a)= {b). However, (hj c R,,(a)c R,(a) but R,(a)= {bi, 
so it follows that R,,(a) = R,(n). This contradicts the assumption. Since 
h’= h - rue R,, b’ is not zero, R,(a) = Rn(a) and R,,,(a) # RJa), we may 
repiace b by b’, that is, we may assume without loss of generality that r = 0. 
Then, we have R,(a) = (b ,,.,, b + ia ,.,,, h -I- qaJ and h $ ia = 0, for some 
i > 0. Note that i is unique as shown above. This implies that 6= --id. 
Since 6, 6 E R, d # b, 6 # 6 and I? is a system of roots in the sense of Bour- 
baki [ 1 ] with 0 added. It follows that i = 1 or 2. 
Case 1. Suppose first that d= 1. Then b+a~R* and 
r,(h+ a)& R,(n) fi R,. But there is just one element in Ron R,(a), This 
implies that r,(b + a) = b + a and r,(h) = b + 2a. However, b-a gl R, since 
r = 0. It follows that Rbfa) = (b, b + a, h f 2a) and 1 R,fa)[ = 3. 
Case 2. Suppose next that i= 2. Then u,(b + 2a)= b-f- 2a, and 
h - u $ R. This implies that R,(a) = {b, h + a, b + 2a, b + 3a, b + 4a il. since 
r,(b) = h + 4a, so that 1 R,(a)1 = 5. 
It follows that, the length of the orbit R*(a) in both cases is either 5 or 
3. I 
In the previous theorem for a, b E Rt , RIh(a) # R,(a), we have three types 
of string possibilities for i> 0 (replace a by -a when i < 0) such that 
b f iu E Rn n R,(a): 
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(1) R,(a)= {b, h+a, b+2a}, a*(h)= -2 and h+a~R~. 
(2) R,(a)={b,h+u,h+2u,h+3u,h+4u}, u*(h)= -4 and b+ 
2u E R,. 
(3) R,(u)=(b-u,b,b+u,b+2u,b+3u}, u*(h)= -2 and h+ 
UER~. 
Note that i= -u*(b)/2 in (1) (2) (3) and there are “-u counterparts,” 
since R,n R,(u) is stable. 
For each of the above three string types we find the corresponding R,(h) 
and 6*(u) as follows: 
(1) Corresponding to type (1 ), we have h T a = 6 and, therefore, 
6= -8. But h* ~Horn(R, Z) by Proposition 2.5. Thus, h^(b*)= -ci(h*) 
which implies that b*(h)= -h*( a and b*(u) = - 2. But u-b # R, since ) 
b-u$R, so that R,(b)= {u,u+b,u+2b}. 
(2) Corresponding to type two, we have b G 2u=0 and, therefore, 
b^= - 26 which implies that &(b*)= -2u*(b*) and b*(b)= -2b*(u) SO 
that b*(u) = - 1. But h-u $ R so that u-b $ R and R,(b) = {a, a + b}. 
(3) Corresponding to type three, we have b 7 a =6 and, therefore, 
6= -6 which implies that, b*(u)= -2. Consequently, r,(u)=u+2b. But 
b-uER and b-2u$R, so that a-beR and rh(u - b) = 
(a + 2b) + b = a + 3b. Thus, R,(b) contains the following elements: 
a - 6, a, a + b, a + 26, a + 3b. Thus, IR,(b)l 3 5. However, R,(b) # R,,(b) 
since u+b$R,, so that Theorem 5.3 implies that /R,(b)1 < 5. Thus we 
have R,(b) = {a-b,u,u+b,u+2b,u+3b}. 
In the above discussion, we have shown that if a, b E R, - (0) and 
R,,(a) + R,(Q) = {b - YU ,..., b ,..., b + qu}, then there exists a unique i such 
that b + iu E R,, -r < i<q: R,(u)n R,= {b + iu}. We then showed that 
u*(b)= 12, +4 and i= -u*(b)/2. Henceforth, the root b- (u*(b)/2) a is 
called the center of R,(u): R,(u) n R, = {b - (u*(b)/2) u}. We summarize 
our results in the following theorem. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let R,(u) be a special orbit. Then u*(b)= +2, or A-4; 
R,(u) n R, = {b - (u*(b)/2) u} and we have table I. 
5.5. COROLLARY. u*(b) b*(u) = 4 when a, b determine a special orbit. 
We have seen that any special orbit R,(u) has a unique center element 
c = b - (u*(b)/2) a. We now show, in the absence of certain torsion, that R 
contains Zc = { ic/iE Z} as well as other elements, for any such ceter 
c=b+ju. 
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TABLE I 
a*(h) b*(a) u*(h) Center b -? a R,(h) 
-2 3 h + a 
-4 1; h+2n 
-2 -2 h+a 
2 2 b-a 
4 I h - 20 
2 2 h - a 
h, b + a, h + 2a 
h, h i- a, h + 2a. 
hi-3u,h+4a 
h - II, h, h + a, 
h-c 211, h + 30 
h-2a,h-a,h 
h-4a,h-3a. 
h-2a,b-u,h 
h - 30, h - 20, 
h-a,h.h+u 
u, a + h, a + 2h 
a,a+h 
u - h, a, a + h, 
u+2h,a+3h 
u --- 2h. a - h, 0 
a-h,a 
u-3h,a-Zh, 
ii-b,a.u+h 
5.6. THEOREM. Let R be a ~~rnrnetr.~~s~~t in an a~~~~an grotq G with no 
2, 3, 5 torsion and let a, h E R, - { 0) with c = h + ja E R, ,for one of the 
values j = 5 1, i2. Then R contains Zc + { -ja, 0,ja) = (Zc-ja)uZcu 
(Zc +ja). 
Proof: Note that without loss of generality j= 1 or 2, by replacing a by 
-a, if necessary. 
Case 1. Suppose first that ,j= 1. Then, from the previous theorem, we 
have two subcases A or B. 
(A) In this subcase we have: R,(a)= (6, h+a, b+2a3 and 
R,(b) = {a, a + h, a + 2h). Then we have table II. 
To legitimize our results in Table II, we break the roots (i + 1) h + ia, 
(i-t 1) b + (i + 2) a into a chain of roots to be able to apply Y, or rh. For 
example, 
TABLE II 
Column t Column 2 
r,(b) = b + 2a i-h(U) = u + 2h 
rh(b + 2a) = 3b + 20 r,(a + 2b) = 2h + 3a 
r,(3b + 2~) = 3b -+ 40 r,(B + 3a) = 4h + 3a 
r,((i+ I)b+ia)=(i+1)6+(i+2)a r,(ih+(i+I)a)~(i+2)h+(i+I)a 
r,((i+l)b+(i+2)a)=(i+3)h+(i-t2)a ro((i+2)b+(i+1)a)=(i+2)h+(i+3)a 
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r,((i-tl)b+ia)=r,((ib+(i-l)u)+(b+o)) 
= r,(ib -f- (i - 1 f a) + r,(b f a) 
=(jb~(j~l)u~~(b+u~ by induction on i, 
=(i$I)bd-(i-+2)a. 
The same also appfies for i-h. 
In Table II we applied Ye, rh suc~ess~~~~y and a~t~rnat~vel~ to new routs 
and we get: r3 .. .r,v,fb+2u)=ib+(i-tfa where rh repeats (i-2)/2 
times and ru repeats (i- 3)/2 times. Also r,r,+..r,~~(h+2a) = 
ih + (i + 1) a where rtr repeats (i - I )/2 times and r, repeats (i - 1)/2 times. 
If we repeat rur Y,, enough times we generate all the following elements as 
an images of elements of R. Hence, they are in R: ib -k (i- 1) a, 
8 + (i-t I) n (for all i). But ~Jih -t (i- 1) a) = ih + (i+ 1) r;t, as shown 
above and, since both elements ih t (i- 1) CI, ih + (ii- t ) a are in 
R. rh+ji- ],,{a), we have ib -i- iaE R. This is because the rootstrings are con- 
nected and have at most 5 elements where p > 5. We conclude that 
zct {--a,o,(dj c R, as asserted. 
(B) For this second subcase we have 
R,(a)=ih-a,h,h-t-a,h$-2a,b+3af 
and 
R,,(h)= ja-h,a,a+h,aC2h,af3ht. 
This implies that r,(b)=h+ 2a; r,Jn) =a+2b. Since both ru, rh have the 
same effect on n and h as in subcase A, we can therefore generate the same 
roots as in subcase A. 
Case 2, For this second case we have j = 2 and h + 2a E R. with 
R~(~~=~b~b+~,b+2~~b+3a,b~4~~ and R~~~~~=~~,~+~~~ 
Let a=a and p=h+a. Then G=Li#a and p=h^+ir= -&#if, which 
implies that cr,/l~R~-{Oj, P-s19.P+~,B+2a,p+3cr~R; B--2ct= 
b - a 4: R; fl+ 4a = i? + Sa 4: R. Accordingly, it follows that: 
Note that rh(b c u) = ~1, r (h -I- 2a) = v,(h -I- a) + ~~(a) =2a + h, rh(b -k 3~) = 
rh(h + Za) + v*(a) = 3a + 2b and r,{h + 4cr) = ~*(h + 3~) + rh(a) = 4a + 3h, so 
that: 
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Note, also, for 5a + 4b E R, we have 
r,(5a + 4b) = rJ(4a + 3b) + (a + 6)) = (b + 4a) + a 
=b+5a$R, 
a contradiction, so that 5a + 46 & R. For -(a + 2b) E R, we have rh(a + 2b) 
= r,(b+(a+b)) = -b +a= a- b$ R, a contradiction, so that 
-(a+ 2b)$ R. It follows that: 
cc+4/3=(a+3/?)+fl=(4a+3b)+(a+b)=5a+4b 
= r,(h + 5a) 4 R, 
~-2/l= -(a+2b)= -rh(a-b)$R. 
We conclude that cc-B,cc,cr+B,cc+28,cc+38ERand m-28, cx+4j?$R. 
Thus, we have R,(b) = (a - 8, c(, c( + /I, c( + 28, x + 3/1}. It follows that 
case 1B applies with a + b in place of b, so that the theorem holds with 
a + b in place of b. But then the theorem clearly also holds for the original 
b as well. 
We note that Zc + ( -ja, 0, ja} = S(a, b) is a symmetryset of type 
W+Ai (see [4]) and that S(a, b)n R,(a) = jb, b+ja, h + 2ja). We also 
note that S(a, b) = Zc + { (a*(b)/2) a, 0, -(a*(b)/2) a}, since b +ja = 
b - (a*(b)/2) a. 1 
The following corollary is now evident. 
5.7. COROLLARY. If a, b are two roots in R, and a + b is in the kernel of 
the Z-closure mapping, then a + b is an unbounded root in R and i(a + b) E R 
for all i. 
We close with an example of Theorems 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6. Taking 
R=A+W where A={-a,O,a}, W=Z, and b=a+w, we have 
R,.(a)= { -a+w, w, bj and \R,,(a)\ = 3. Taking R = A” + W where 
A={-2a, -a,O,a,2a} and b=a+w, we have R,(a)={w-2a, 
w-a, w, b, b+a) and IRJa)l =5. 
6. BOUNDED SYMMETRYSETS 
In this section we study the detailed structure of bounded symmetrysets 
R in an abelian group G with no 2, 3 or 5 torsion. We show that R, is a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added and R = R, + I? 
(inner direct sum) where R, = ker ^. Note that R, is a nil symmetryset. 
Therefore, to classify R, it only remains to classify the nil bounded sym- 
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metrysets. Note that K, is the only coherent nil symmetryset of rank 1 
(see Sect. 3). 
6.1. THEOREM. Let R he a bounded svymmetryset. Then R, is a subsym- 
metryset. 
Proqf: Let a, hi R,. We claim that R,,(a) = R,(a). Suppose that R,,(a) 
and R,(u) are different, and note that this implies that h f UE R, or 
b i. 2a E R, by Theorem 5.4. Consequently, i(b k a) E R, or i(h f 2a) E R, 
for all in Z, by Theorem 5.6. This cannot happen, because if it should hap- 
pen, then bfaE R, and b&u is unbounded or bf2aE R, and b+ 2u is 
unbounded and all of these possibilities contradict the boundedness of R. 
We conclude that R,,(a) = R,(u) for all a, b E R,. Thus R, is r,-invariant, 
because if bczR,, then r,(b)ER,(u)=R,,(u)cR,. We define rlo=ru/R, 
(restriction), which is the reflection at a E R, . It follows that rlr, E Aut(R ,), 
because rrr E Aut( R). Thus, R, is a symmetryset. 1 
6.2. THEOREM. An irreducible bounded svmmetryset R is either a nil sym- 
metryset or a system qf roots in the sense qf Bourbuki [ 1 ] u*ith 0 added. 
Proof It is clear that R = R, u R,. Note that R, is a symmetryset, and 
R, is a symmetryset by Theorem 6.1. We will show that R, is a system of 
roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 11. For this, let ^, = ^ /R, : R, + l? be the 
restriction of ^ to R,. Since ^(R,)=l?,=R, 7 Ro=& then ^, issurjec- 
tive. To show that ^, is an isomorphism, it remains only to show that _, 
is injective (see Theorem 2.4 of Winter [ 51). For this, let a, b E R, such that 
Li = 6. Consider first the case ci = h^# 0. Then u*(b) = ri*(b^) = ri*(&) = 2 by 
Theorem 2.4 of Winter [S]. Thus u - b E R. But a, -b E R, and R, is a 
symmetryset, then a - b E R, Moreover, a 2 b = li - h^ = 6. Therefore 
u-bEROnR,={O}, and hence u=b. In the case ci=h^=& we have a, 
bER,nR,= {0}, and this implies that a = b = 0. Therefore, in both cases, 
we find that a = b. Thus, ^ 1 is bijective. Consequently ^, is an 
isomorphism by Theorem 2.4 of Winter [S]. But R (see [S]) is a system of 
roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added, therefore, R, is a system 
of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 
Now, we will show that for any bounded symmetryset R, R is an inner 
direct sum of R, and R,. For this, let UE R,, bs R, - {0}, a + bE R. We 
claim that a=O. Note that a 7 b=h^#& Hence u+bGR,. Since a+b, 
-bER, and (u+b)+(-b)=uER, then aER, and therefore 
a E R0 n R, = (0). Thus R = R, + R, (inner direct sum). Therefore, for any 
irreducible bounded symmetryset R, R = R, which nil, or R = R, which is a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added as we showed 
above. 1 
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The next corollary shows that for any bounded symmetryset R, R, is nil. 
In preparation for the proof, we now carefully distinguish between the 
restriction to R, of the closure mapping * : R + I? of R, which we also 
denote by ^ R : R --* I? R and the closure mapping ^R,j: R, + fip of R,. 
6.3. COROLLARY. For any bounded symmetryset R, R, is nil. 
Proof: Let R, = (R,), u .. . u ( Ro),, be the decomposition of R, into 
irredn~ible bounded symmetrysets. Now, each (R& is nil symmetryset or a 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [I ] with 0 added, by Theorem 6.2. 
We claim that (R,); is nil for all i = I,..., n and, therefore, R, is nii. For this, 
suppose that (RJj is not nil for some i. Then 
^ ,J&)z ^ R( (R,);) # 0. This cannot happen, since 
AR,,((&h) f 0 and 
^,J R,) = 0. It follows 
that (R,), is nil for all i and, therefore, R, is nil. B 
6,4. COROLLARY. A reduced bounded symmetryset is a system of roots in 
the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 
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